THE SHOCKING WIND-UP TO THIS ELECTRIFYING TALE WILL JOLT YOU OUT OF YOUR SEATS!

Just DESSERTS!

A CRIME Suspense Story

Bernard turned off the water and dried his hands; he chuckled to himself. The dinner-party had been such a good idea, bringing all of those people together at one time had been a stroke of genius! And everything had gone so well! He hung up the towel carefully and surveyed himself in the mirror...

There! Now I look presentable! But I should go back to them! I mustn't keep my guests waiting!
 Bernard unlocked the bathroom door and hurried into the dining room. His dinner guests sat about the table in silence! No one stirred! Bernard grinned at them...

I'm sorry I was gone so long! I just wanted to clean up a bit before we talked things over! You didn't mind, did you?

Well, I can't say I blame you! Shall I tell you how all this came about? Would you like to know why you're all here...like this?

Bernard lit a cigarette and moved around the table behind his guests! He stopped in back of Fanny...the nurse who'd once worked for him...

I'll start with you, Fanny! You remember when I hired you...

At least you were supposed to look after him! Jimmy was a good boy! He looked just like my first wife, too! Remember how you used to take him for strolls?

Hi, beautiful! That's a nice kid you've got there!

It ain't mine, handsome! I take care of little boys!

Remember the day it happened, Fanny? You were really clever, weren't you? You strapped Jimmy in his stroller so he wouldn't wander off while you flirted with your boy-friend.

What time do you get off tonight, baby?

About eight? Gonna take me someplace?

Bernard looked at each guest! There were five of them at the table, beside himself! There was his wife, Cora. His best friend, Irving. His old-maid aunt, Clorissa. His business partner, Julius. And a nurse named Fanny...

I suppose this dinner has been somewhat of a shock to all of you! You're all so quiet now!

'And I introduced you to Jimmy.

This is my son, Jimmy, Fanny! Your job will be to look after him...

'This is my son, Jimmy. Fanny! Your job will be to look after him!

'At least you were supposed to look after him! Jimmy was a good boy! He looked just like my first wife, too! Remember how you used to take him for strolls?

Hi, beautiful! That's a nice kid you've got there!

It ain't mine, handsome! I take care of little boys!

Remember the day it happened, Fanny? You were really clever, weren't you? You strapped Jimmy in his stroller so he wouldn't wander off while you flirted with your boy-friend.

What time do you get off tonight, baby?

About eight? Gonna take me someplace?
Really clever, wasn't it? You were so busy making eyes at your latest find, you never noticed the stroller begin to roll. Where'd you like to go, baby? Somewhere nice? A night-club, maybe.

You'd forgotten to put on the brake! The sidewalk wasn't level! The stroller rolled right off the curb. Gee, baby! Maybe you'd better look for a new expensive girl—handsome!

Really clever, wasn't it? You were so busy making eyes at your latest find, you never noticed the stroller begin to roll. Where'd you like to go, baby? Somewhere nice? A night-club, maybe.

Where'd you like to go, baby? Somewhere nice? A night-club, maybe.
Bernard stared down at his old-maid aunt, Clarissa. "Remember what you told me, aunt Clarissa? Remember what you said?"

"Remember when we met on the street, and I invited you to this dinner party?"

"Good for you, Bernie!" Aunt Clarissa said. "Serves you right!" I told you you'd end up a worthless tramp! But Aunt Clarissa! I can beat them! Five thousand! That's all I need! It will pull me through till I can prove that Julius is behind this scheme!"

"You let me sink, didn't you, Clarissa? You let me go down when Julius brought in the auditor, I never let on that I knew... Did I Julius?..."

"This... This leaves me flat broke. Julius! I'm... ruined?"

"I'm... sorry, Bernie! Thank goodness, I have a little something to tide me over!"

"Remember when we met on the street, and I invited you to this dinner party?"

"Well, Bernie! How you doin' lately? Long time no see."

"Julius! What a stroke of luck! I'm having a dinner-party next week! You're invited... for old-times sake!"

"You let me sink, didn't you, Clarissa? You let me go down when Julius brought in the auditor, I never let on that I knew... Did I Julius?..."

"This... This leaves me flat broke. Julius! I'm... ruined?"

"I'm... sorry, Bernie! Thank goodness, I have a little something to tide me over!"

"Remember when we met on the street, and I invited you to this dinner party?"

"Well, Bernie! How you doin' lately? Long time no see."

"Julius! What a stroke of luck! I'm having a dinner-party next week! You're invited... for old-times sake!"
AND YOU CAME, DIDN'T YOU? YOU FOOL... WHAT DID YOU EXPECT WHEN YOU GOT HERE? WHAT DID YOU ALL EXPECT? DID YOU THINK I INVITED YOU HERE OUT OF LOVE... FRIENDSHIP? DON'T YOU KNOW I DESPISE EACH OF YOU FOR WHAT YOU DID TO ME?

Bernard moved around the table staring at each of the five people seated before it. He stopped behind his wife and lit another cigarette... Dear, sweet, stupid Cora! My 'loving' wife! You never suspected I knew about you and Irving, did you?

Bernard's face grew dark. He sneered at Cora.

Well, I knew it all the time, Cora! You didn't fool me for a minute! I knew what you were doing behind my back!

Irving sat next to Cora! He made no sound... no outcry of objection...

Surprised, aren't you, Irving? You thought you were safe? You thought I'd never suspect my best friend of trying to steal my wife!

Yes, I'd been drinking! And I had a right to it! Any man in my position would have gotten himself dead drunk! After all, being ruined financially is no easy thing to take!

Huh? Washa matter? Wha' time is it?

It's late, dear! Time to go home!

I'll get a cab, Cora.

'You had a pretty rough time getting me to the cab, didn't you, Irv, Cora? And on the way home...

Bernard! Speak to me! Irv! What's wrong with him?

He's passed out, Cora! Don't worry! We'll put him to bed and he'll be okay in the morning.

'I had a pretty rough time getting me to the cab, didn't you, Irv, Cora? And on the way home...
'You remember that night, Cora? Irv carried me into the house and laid me on our bed and you took off my shoes? Remember?...

Well... it's late! I'd better be doing!

Not just yet, Irv! I want to talk to you! It's about Bernard!

Anything wrong, Cora?

Everything? He was wiped out today! I... I don't know what I'm going to do!

Why, you're going to stick with him, Cora? We'll need you more than ever now! A woman's place is with the man she loves.

But I don't love him, Irv! I... I never loved him!

What? Say that again!

I only married him for his money... the money his first wife left him! Do you think I'd have married a wooer with a child... otherwise?

Cora! I... I never knew!

No one knew! Not even Bernie! A woman doesn't brag about those things! And then you had to come back from abroad... his best friend?

What have I got to do with this?

It wasn't so bad till then! I even felt sorry for him when Jimmy died. But then you came home... and I fell in love with you!
'You're surprised, aren't you, Cora? You didn't think I heard what was said that night! You thought I was out cold on the bed...

'I didn't think I heard what was said that night! You thought I was out cold on the bed...'

'Why, you were so engrossed in each other, you didn't even hear me open the bedroom door. Didn't even know I was watching.'

'Why didn't you tell me? We've wasted all this time! Why, I've loved you since the first day I met you!'

'You... you fell in love with me?'

'I couldn't help myself. Iry! I tried to hide it! I knew you were his best friend!'

'Silly fool! Why didn't you tell me? We've wasted all this time! Why, I've loved you since the first day I met you!'

'Oh, Iry! Iry! Kiss me!'

'You... you fell in love with me?'

'I didn't think I heard what was said that night! You thought I was out cold on the bed...'

'Why didn't you tell me? We've wasted all this time! Why, I've loved you since the first day I met you!'

'You both made so many mistakes! I came home early that night! Iry's car was parked outside! I looked in the window! You'd even neglected to pull down the blinds...'

'He's working late, tonight, darling! Come see me!'

'I'll be right over, Cora!'

'Stupid! Stupid! Everyone of you were stupid! You didn't think I knew!'

'You didn't use your heads! None of you did!'

'You didn't use your heads! None of you did!'

'People who don't use their heads... don't need them...'
Bernard pounded the table in anger! His guests stirred! Cora pitched forward! Fanny slumped to the side! Irving slid off his chair and dropped to the floor! Aunt Clorissa sat stiffly! Julius sprawled across her lap! Bernard grinned at the decapitated corpses! He raised a glass of wine... in toast... to people... heh heh who oon't... heh heh... use their... eh eh... eh e e e

The End...
BRACE YOURSELVES FOR THE SOLID IMPACT OF THIS GRIPPING NARRATIVE!

**the guilty!**

**This shameful story might have taken place anywhere in the United States! It could have happened in your town! It began with the pitiful wail of a siren screaming through the balmy spring air!**

**The milling crowd around the jail-house grew noisy as the squad-car pulled up! A door swung open, and Sheriff Humphrey Dawson stepped out! He raised his hand to silence the angry shouts...**

**D'ja get 'im, Sheriff?**

**Turn 'im loose! The dirty one!**

**Hold it, boys! He'll get his when the time comes! Now stand back, everybody...an' we'll take 'im inside!**

**All right, Jed! Bring the N----H on up! Now, keep back, folks!**

**Okay, Sheriff! C'mon, Collins! Get movin'!**

**A deputy stepped from the squad car, and the prisoner named Collins followed. The sunlight gleamed on his perspiration-covered brown skin! His arms hung limply before him. Handcuffs biting into his thin wrists...**

**There you'll get if the law yours black boy! Don't sit down, yuh, we will!**

**Dirty!**

**Let's get 'im through!**

**A SHOCK Suspense Story**
The deputy led Collins up the long flight of steps! the crowd moved in on the frightened, dark-skinned prisoner... shouting profanities, cursing, threatening...

What'd he do, anyway? KILLED A WHITE WOMAN? Did he attack her? Probably! WAIT A MINUTE! They don't know for sure! and who says Collins did it?

Hank Barker seen 'im near the scene of the crime 'bout the time it happened. That don't make 'im guilty. It does in my book! An' sheriff Dawson's pretty set on it, too.

Somebody let go at Collins as he passed and the spit ran down his cheek. It looked like he was crying! The sheriff ignored the indignity.

Let's go! Let's go! Smile pretty! Yeah! For the out? while you're still alive!

Finally, they got the prisoner inside the jailhouse...

Take the n----r to sheriff's cell. Jed! That crowd out there's mighty riled up sheriff! Don't you think we better lock and bolt the doors? They may try somethin'?

Don't you think it'd save the state a lot of money, P.M.? Oh, well! maybe you're right.

The jail-house doors were bolted shut, and outside, the crowd continued to mill about... Soon, another siren wailed and a black limousine pulled up...

It's the district attorney! Hey, Fred! When's the trial? Take it easy, folks! The trial'll come off just as soon as we get our case together!

You ain't gonna stall around, are ya, Fred? We kin rush things up a bit, ya know! No you don't, boys! Collins is going to get a fair trial! I don't want any funny business!
Frederick Moore reached the top of the jail-house steps and turned to face the gathered townsfolk.

Now, why don't you all go on home? You can't do anything hanging around here! The law'll handle things! Go on! All of you! Go on home!

C'mon, Al! He's right! Let's go! Yeah!

Shucks! I thought they'd try an' lynch the n—r!

Disappointed, Sheriff? Well, there'll be no lynching while I'm D.A."

Sure, Fred! I agree! We'll get his fair and square!

I'm not so certain of that, Dawson!

Sheriff Dawson unlocked the doors and peered out.

Hey! Where'd everybody go?

I sent 'em on home! There'd only be a lot of trouble if they hung around!

Huh? Whaddya mean? What's wrong? We know he did it!

Yeah...he probably did! But a smart criminal lawyer could tear our case against Collins to shreds! What have we got...the testimony of one man who merely places Collins in the vicinity at the time? Even if we could prove motive...

Listen, Moore! That n—r's as guilty as sin! He ain't gonna get away with it! Who...who'd defend him anyway?

I'll tell you who! There's a lawyer...from some civil liberties organization...on his way now! Those guys are pretty shrewd!

They began to move off! A few at first...then more and more! Soon, the jail-house steps were almost deserted.

Open up, Dawson! It's me, Fred Moore! The D.A.!

Oh, Moore! Okay! Just a minute!
WHY IN BLAZES DON'T THOSE CROWD MIND THEIR OWN BUSINESS? THIS IS OUR PARTY, NOT THEIRS!

IT'S NO PART?, SHERIFF? THERE'S A MAN'S LIFE AT STAKE! AND EVEN IF WE FEEL HE DID IT, HE'S INNOCENT UNTIL PROVEN GUILTY!

A MAN'S LIFE? HAH! HE'S ONLY A DIRTY N-----R! AND HE'S GUILTY... UNLESS THEY CAN PROVE ME AIN'T!

HAVE IT YOUR OWN WAY... ONLY I WARN YOU! THIS CASE ISN'T AS CUT AND DRIED AS YOU THINK!

THEN WE OUGHT TO LET THE CROWD GET 'IM BEFORE HE GOES TO TRIAL!

CAWSON! IF YOU LET THAT CROWD GET COLLINS, S'HHELP ME I'LL PROSECUTE YOU FOR FAILURE TO DO YOUR DUTY!

I CAN'T DO ANYTHING IF A LYNCH CROWD STORMS THIS JAIL-HOUSE, MOORE! WHAT DO YOU WANT ME TO DO, NOW 'EM DOWN WITH MACHINE-GUNS?

THEN GET COLLINS OUT OF HERE! TAKE HIM TO THE COUNTY SEAT? HE CAN STAY THERE TILL TRIAL-DATE!

OKAY! I'LL SNEAK 'IM THERE TONIGHT! LET THE BOYS OVER THERE WORRY ABOUT HIM!

THEY'VE GOT A PRETTY STRONG JAIL THERE, DAWSON. THEY WON'T HAVE TO DO MUCH WORRYIN' IT'S US. WE GOT THE WORRIES! WE GOT A CASE TO PRESENT AND IT DOESN'T LOOK TOO PAT!

THAT NIGHT, A SQUAD-CAR PULLED UP TO THE REAR OF THE JAIL-HOUSE, AND THE PRISONER WAS HUSTLED OUT TO IT...

WHERE WE TAKIN' 'IM, SHERIFF?

COUNTY SEAT? D. A.'S ORDERS! GET ON IN, N-----R!

THERE'S A LYNCH CROWD FORMIN' DOWNTOWN, SHERIFF!

YOU'RE MIGHTY LUCKY, COLLINS! WE JUST GOT YOU OUT IN TIME!

THEY'VE STRUNG YOU UP SURE! EH, SHERIFF?

SNUT UP AND DRIVE!

...THEN THE CAR MOVED OUT OF TOWN...
The next day, the lawyer from out-of-town arrived upon the scene. My name is Anderson... Lowell Anderson! I'm here to represent Audrey Collins! He ain't here! We took him to the county-seat! That was a very wise thing to do, Sheriff! Was it your idea?

No! The D.A.'s! For my part, they coulda strung 'im up last night! He's guilty... Sure!

That remains to be seen! Now I'd like to examine the testimony of this man, Hank Barker!

You'll have to see the D.A. 'bout that! He's got all the dope in his files!

Hey, Sheriff! They say this guy Anderson's gonna get Collins off!

They say he's a sharp cookie! You gonna let 'im, Sheriff? What kin Collins's guilty, ain't he?

Darn right! But I do? I done my job! I picked 'im up! It's up to the D.A. now!

They say Anderson's gonna bust open Hank Barker's testimony, Dawson!

Circumstantial evidence! We gonna stand for that, Sheriff?

You shoulda lynched 'im while you had the chance! I can't do nothin' now!

Collins is guilty! He practically admitted it! No legal smart-alec from out-of-town is gonna get him off! Not while I'm sheriff!

May we quote you, Sheriff Dawson?
The day of the trial dawned dark and dismal. It had rained all the previous night. The sheriff and two of his deputies set off for the county seat to bring back Aubrey Collins...

It had begun to rain when the squad-car picked up Collins at the county-seat jail-house... Let's go, Collins! Get in there, N----R! Mustn't keep the court waitin'...

They started back in silence... Collins sat, handcuffed, between Sheriff Dawson and one deputy. The other deputy drove! Finally... The deputy named Jed stepped out into the pouring rain and started to circle the car, kicking at the tires...

The squad-car rolled to a stop! The rain continued to pour down... Get out and see what's wrong, Jed! I think we got a flat! Take a look!

Y-yeah, Sheriff! Sure! Sure! Okay, N----R! Run? Go on! You're free!

What'cha gonna do, let's hear it, Sheriff? Shut up and drive! Huh? You lettin' 'im go, Sheriff?
Collins got to his feet! He stared at the gun for a moment, shaking his head! Dawson squeezed the trigger! The bullet kicked up the puddle to the night of the colored boy's feet...

He was lying face down in a mud-puddle when they came up...

1 said, get goin' you black@*## Run! Run!

They came up Collins and dumped him in the back seat! Then they drove on to town! There was a crowd around the court-house when they arrived! Moore, the D.A., came to the curb as they drove up...

The trial's off! You can let him go! What? Why... he... he's dead! He's in the back! I shot him while he was tryin' to escape!

Good lord! Hank Barker just confessed! Anderson broke him down! He did it! He killed the woman! Collins was innocent! innocent as a baby! Well... too bad he attempted to escape! Wonder what caused him to try?

J.o*/ Sure, we... Sheriff! We... get 'em!

Collins turned and ran! The sheriff sighted carefully...

The bullet caught the dark-skinned boy in the back of the head! He pitched forward...

They picked up Collins and dumped him in the back seat! Then they drove on to town! There was a crowd around the court-house when they arrived! Moore, the D.A., came to the curb as they drove up...

Good lord! Hank Barker just confessed! Anderson broke him down! He did it! He killed the woman! Collins was innocent! innocent as a baby! Well... too bad he attempted to escape! Wonder what caused him to try?

Whether Aubrey Collins was innocent or guilty is not important! But for any American to have so little regard for the life and rights of any other American is a debasement of the Principles of the Constitution upon which our country is founded!
Battered though he was, Ben Troy was alert enough to glance at the elevator button which the cop pressed. Despite the haze of pain forcing him back past the edge of unconsciousness, the captive Public Enemy caught sight of the number "2" under the man's thumb. He groaned in agony and tossed frantically on the wheeled emergency stretcher, but what he had seen kept thrumming through his fevered brain. The Police who had captured him when his car cracked-up...they were taking him to a hospital room on the second floor. His luck was holding out! The second floor gave him at least a whisper of a chance to escape the hot seat awaiting his recovery from the accident! Two...two...TWO...with a break like this, he had an even-chance of a getaway!

It seemed like aeons later that Ben Troy recovered consciousness. Only his right eye was free of bandages, and when he turned in the bed a stabbing pain shuddered through his body. He was able to move, agonizing though it was...those fool cops had neglected to strap him to his bed! They must've thought that car cracked up old Ben on the skids, he thought to himself. After Sing Sing and Atlanta, jumping-off from this cheese-box of a hospital ought to be a snap!

Slowly, gritting his teeth to keep a gasp of pain from escaping, he slid from the hospital bed and wobbled toward the single window at the far side of the darkened room. He turned once and listened to the voices whispering outside the door. Two of them, he gloated...two cops stationed outside! That dismiss District Attorney's crazy to think

THAT'S enough to keep Ben Troy from escaping!

With painstaking care he opened the room's only window. It was pitch-black outside...he couldn't see a foot beyond the sill. But what Ben could see made him chuckle inwardly. The window was "unbarred"! All he had to do was get out on that sill and drop to the ground! With teeth grinding into his lower lip to keep from crying out in pain, he clambered ponderously into the space left by the open window. Nothing was visible below him in the murkiness outside...must be a narrow inner court, he decided! Perfect spot for his jump-off! Enclosed as it was, his descent would never be heard! He could probably find a door and force his way out before they ever suspected that he was gone!

He drew a deep breath and relaxed his grip on the window sill, feeling the air rush up to meet him as he dropped. Second floor, he gloated...all I'll get is a little mussing up! Lucky those cops didn't know I realized how close to the ground I was!

The bald police officer looked at his wrist-watch.

"Wow!" he exclaimed. "Time sure passed while we gassed out here! We better get this Troy character back to the receiving room. Why we gotta keep moving him around this hospital is something I'll never understand!"

The bald-headed officer turned the knob of the door he had been guarding and, followed by the other policeman, stepped into Room 819...
You'll be jarred by the startling wind-up to this science-fiction yarn!

The Big Stand-up!

A Science-Fiction Suspense Story

My name is Bart Thompson! I'm a television engineer! You may not believe the story I'm about to tell you... but it's true, every word of it! I know, because it happened to me! It all began the night I'd decided to work late at the T.V. studio where I was employed...

The night's transmission time was over and everyone had gone home! Jack was the last to leave! I went out onto the sound stage and rolled camera one over to the control room window. I pointed it at my seat inside and focused carefully...

You made the mayor's wife look like she weighed three hundred pounds tonight, baby! She's fat, but not that fat! You need some adjusting...

Coming, Bart? You go ahead, Jack! I'm going to hang around! I wasn't pleased with camera one's picture, tonight! Think I'll try and align it better!
Then I went into the control room. I sat down at the monitor-panel and flipped on camera one's monitor-screen. Then I cut in the juice and dropped the transmitted hook-up so the image wouldn't go out over the air. Pretty soon my own sad puss appeared on the panel.

"Boy, you do need adjusting, baby! I look like I just got slammed on the head with a sledge-hammer!"

The face on camera one's monitor-tube was not my face. It was the face of a beautiful girl...

"Hey, what's the big idea? Somebody tryin' to be funny?"

"I flicked on the control room mike and studio p.a. system. My voice echoed through the deserted studio.

"Look, whoever you are! I'm tryin' to get some work done! Stop the comedy and cut in camera one... huh?"

I was losing my temper fast! First that gorgeous face... and now some jive double-talk...

"Climb off it. Grus-pon... I didn't stay... duh-mor-nyd late for fun... ala-vort... jack? You doin' this?"

I couldn't figure it out! Camera one was 'on.' I could tell by the glowing red light on the top. And it was pointed directly at me. Yet, the monitor in the control room carried the picture of that luscious babe! I pinched myself! I figured I must be dreaming...

"Ouch! Ouch? Quad-nort-dor-yen-cost-du-mala-bod?"

"No! I was wide awake! Something freakish was taking place! Unless somebody had deliberately rewired the monitor-board, this thing was impossible! But I nearly tore the place apart when she started talking English...

Who are you? I... am... Lara! View-graph... engineer... 7th shift... interplanetary communications commission headquarters... Station Zunda... on Planet 4... enough foolin' around!"

I went out to the camera and increased the vertical chive. Then I checked the linearity and returned to my seat...

"There! That ought to... look... huh? Hey, who's kiddin' around?"
But she just kept on talking—and she was dead serious...

Operation... of... interplanetary communications... is... not... fooling around! You... are... jamming... my... wave-length! Identify... yourself!

This is T.V. Engineer Bart Thompson... Station WZVR-TV... Planet Earth... Salary $73.50 per... and I'll knock your boyfriend's head off when I get a hold of...

Earth! Like he's gonna be buried six feet under! Look here, Jack! That's enough!

Earth? In what solar system is your planet located?

In the solar system with the nine planets... including the one with the ring... which is just what I'm gonna do to your neck...

The one with the ring? But that is impossible!

Huh? What's impossible?

Your solar system is eighty light-years away! The one with the ring... it is the sixth planet from the star?

That's right! And I'm on the third... Earth! Say! Is this a joke or isn't it?

This is no joke, Bart Thompson! Station WZVR-TV. Salary $73.50 per... we are eighty light-years apart!

But, that's impossible! Very clearly! I'm not even transmitting!

I'm on a closed circuit!

Obviously, it is an interstellar electronic warp!

Say! How come I can understand you? If you're from some other world, how come you speak English?

I don't speak your language! I speak my own! You heard it before! I have an automatic translator hooked up! It's a type of mechanical-electric brain. It translates our respective languages for us!
Lara was lovely—we chatted for half the night. She told me all about her planet, and I told her all about Earth...

You...you're very beautiful, Lara!

You mentioned something about space travel! Your people have it?

Oh, yes! We travel all over our solar system!

But you couldn't come here, could you?

We...we could—but it would take a very long time! Ten...maybe fifteen rotations of your planet about its star...

Towards morning I confessed to Lara...

I...I love you, Lara! I know it's crazy...and useless...but I do!

Oh...Bart! I love you, too!

Would you come to Earth, honey? I would wait for you!

We will see, Bart! Now I must sign off! The next shift is coming!

But, Lara! Suppose we cannot make contact again?

I will note every instrument setting...you do the same! We will try! Good-bye!

Then she was gone! I checked everything carefully...noting each adjustment of the equipment in the control room! Then I went home! The next night...

As soon as everyone was gone, I set up the equipment exactly as it had been the previous night! Lara came in sharp...

Darling! I was so worried...that it wouldn't work again! I thought about you all day!

Oh, Bart! I thought about you too!

That night I learned that Lara's society had a marriage-family set-up also...

If...if you came to Earth, Lara, dearest? Would you? I'd marry you! We'll see!

Stayin' late again, Bart? That's right!
We went on like that for a year—every night I'd talk to Lara across the void of space! We fell desperately and passionately in love! I longed for her! Then, one night...

I have wonderful news, darling! One of our scientists has just perfected a new type space-drive! It would only take half a rotation to get to your planet now!

I could steal the experimental rocket-ship! If I got away, they'd never be able to stop me... and I'd come to you! But, if I were caught, it would mean my life!

My life is empty without you, Lara! Then I will do it! But we must plan everything carefully!

We started by my transmitting maps of Earth to Lara! It was important that she know exactly where to land...

I've got the hemisphere and continent! Now here's a more detailed map of the area! See! You'll land here... on these salt-flats!

You've got the hemisphere and continent! Now here's a more detailed map of the area! See! You'll land here... on these salt-flats!

I'd chosen the most barren area. I could think of for Lara to come down in! I wanted to keep this whole thing quiet! After two weeks of planning and preparation...

Just come down as near to the blinking light as possible. That'll be me!

Good-bye, Bart! See you in... six months. You call it?

Remember that jeep with the searchlight mounted on it that we used when that movie star came to town, Jack?

Yes! We got it from the Army! They said we could have it anytime!

I borrowed it! I gave the Army a tall story about another movie star and drove out to the salt-flats! As the hour drew near, I started flashing the light into the star-studded sky...

The next night, I tried to make contact with Lara... but she didn't come in! I knew she was on her way! The next six months were sheer agony. The agony of waiting! Finally, the time drew near...

The agony of waiting! Finally, the time drew near.

The next night, I tried to make contact with Lara... but she didn't come in! I knew she was on her way! The next six months were sheer agony. The agony of waiting! Finally, the time drew near.

Here, Lara! Right here, honey!
Suddenly the sky above me was filled with a roaring, and the searchlight caught a gleaming silver shape...

Lara's rocket-ship dropped tail-first toward the flats to the north of me...

BABY! BABY! COME TO PAPA!

As I neared Lara's ship, a strange thing began to happen...

BABY, COME TO PAPA. IT'S LARA. IT'S HER SHIP.

WHAT A SHIP! WHAT A GAL TO FLY IT ALL ALONE! OH BABY, AM I GONNA KISS YOU?

WHAT A SHIPS WHAT A SAIL TO FLY IT ALL ALONE! OH BABY, AM I GONNA KISS YOU?

LARA! IT'S ME... BARB! I'M... I'M... GOOD LORD!

It was Lara's ship! It seemed to be splitting in two... from stem to stern...

And as the two halves of the giant ship parted wider, I screamed...

LARA! OH... NO!

LARA looked exactly as she'd appeared on the TV. Monitor screen! The only trouble was she stood about two hundred feet tall...

YAAAAAAAAAAA!
HERE IS A TALE OF TENSION WITH SHEER, STARK HORROR IN ITS GRIPPING CLIMAX!

STUMPED!

A HORROR SUSPENSE STORY

Far up in the northern most reaches of the Canadian woods are men who live by trapping the valuable fur-bearing animals which roam that area! Such a man is Henri Petite...

Mon Dieu! My bear-trap! She is sprung! The limb from that tree fell upon it!

Henri Petite has many traps! During the trapping season, he sets them out in a route called a 'trap-line'. It takes many days to travel this trap-line and collect the animals that have become ensnared...

What will I do? It takes two men to open the jaws of the bear-trap! One by himself does not have the strength!
Trappers like Henri live in small, comfortable cabins deep in the woods all winter long. They set out from their cabins to travel their trap-lines! They return many days... perhaps weeks... later, and rest up! After they are rested, they set out again.

U-U-U-U-H! Ah! It is useless for me to try to pry the jaws apart by myself!

Marcel Duval is also a trapper. His cabin is located not far from Henri's! During the lonely winter, when they are not out on their trap lines, the two trappers spend many nights together... playing checkers!

Henri! My friend! You are back!

I will help you, Henri! We both set each other's bear-traps when winter started, did we not?

Oh, well! Perhaps Duval will help me! I would do the same for him!

Marcel, Duval! You catch bears?

I catch tree- limbs! Now... I do not know what to do! I cannot re-set trap alone!

Henri! You catch bears?

I make out well this trip! But still no bear! The trap we set together has not been touched!

I am not as fortunate, Marcel! My bear-trap... she is sprung!

Bears sometimes weigh as much as a thousand pounds! You can understand how strong a trap must be to catch a bear and hold it...

Oh, well! Perhaps Duval will help me! I would do the same for him!

Henri, you catch bears?

I do not know what to do! I cannot re-set trap alone!

You are tired! You will want to rest after your trap-line trip!
There is enough time for rest when summer comes! How many days journey is it? I've forgotten!

It is but one day!

Good! We will leave in the morning!

You are my best friend, Marcel! I am lucky man!

Good night, Henri!

Good night, Marcel!

A few miles from Henri Petite's cabin is the cabin of Jacques Soubret... another trapper! Jacques has always hated Henri! He has always been jealous of Henri's trap-territory! Henri's trap-lines have always produced many more pelts than Jacques'...

Bah! Seven pelts! That is all I find this trip! Hardly enough to pay for my food!

In the North-woods country, a trapper's territory is regarded as sacred! No trapper dares lay his traps in another's territory! It is an unwritten law...

But if Henri Petite were dead, I could set my traps in his territory! Oh, Dieu, how I pray for that day!

The next morning, Henri and Marcel start out for Henri's bear-trap to re-set it! Jacques watches them go.

I wonder what those two are up to? I will follow them and see!

Towards noon, the two men reach the sprung bear-trap! Jacques, keeping well hidden, has followed them to the spot.

Here it is, Marcel! See how the tree- limb has fallen upon the release disc.

Yes! Well! Come, let us re-set it!
Each man grasps one of the jaws of the huge bear trap and they begin to pull...

Ugh! Sacré bleu! This is a... gasp... just a little... gasp... more... Marcel!

There! It is set! Whew! Think of what would happen if a man were caught in this thing! He would never be able to get out by himself!

You are right, Henri! Just be careful, you yourself do not step into it!

Do not worry, Marcel! I know exactly where it is. Come! Let us go!

As the two friends begin their return journey, Jaques Soubiret emerges from his hiding place...

So! You know exactly where the trap is! Eh, Henri? Well! I surely can fix that!

from his cabin, Jaques takes a hack-saw, two strong locks, and two lengths of heavy chain! He returns with them to Henri's bear-trap...

I must be very careful not to spring the trap while I move it!

Jaques returns to his cabin... meanwhile formulating his treacherous scheme...

If I were to move the trap... just a little way up the trail... and Henri were to step in it... he would freeze to death before anyone missed him!

Slowly... cautiously... Jaques cuts the chain that anchors the bear-trap with the hack-saw...

Aah! It is cut through! Now to move it up-trail!
Jaques is gasping for breath when he finally finishes dragging the set-trap up-trail to a spot between two tall trees...

Repeating this maneuver on the opposite side of the trail, Jaques secures the trap tightly between the two trees...

WHEW! I am shaking like a leaf! But... I have done it!

Jaques grins at his work...

WHEW! I am shaking like a leaf! But... I have done it!

Curling one of the lengths of chain about one of the two trees and looping it through the trap, Jaques locks it closed with one of the two locks he's brought...

There! Now the other one!

A few handfuls of dead leaves and dried twigs and the trap is camouflaged! Jaques grins at his work...

Heh, heh! Now it is ready for you, Henri! Ready for you!

It is almost a week later that Henri Petite completes another trap-line tour and moves up the trail toward his bear-trap...

I do not hear any thrashing or growling! Ahh! No luck! Well, I will check to see if the trap is still...

The mighty jaws of the trap spring shut on Henri's ankle.

For several minutes, Henri struggles to free himself! The pain is excruciating! The huge steel teeth dig in deep! Finally, he lays back exhausted...

It... It is no use. Gasp... It is... Gasp... No use! I cannot open the trap by myself! I... Gasp... I must wait for... Gasp... Someone to... Gasp... rescue me!
Henri looks around! His pack and his gun lay where they have fallen! He reaches out for them...

Sacre Dieu! I forgot about your gun... your pack...

Jaques moves from his hiding place and drags Henri's equipment beyond his reach...

Jaques? What are you doing? Help me! Oh, no, Henri! You are going to stay here, and freeze to death!

Jaques! What are you saying? You would leave me here?

Of course. How am I! Who do you think moved your trap in the first place?

You! You did this? But why?

Because I want your trap-lines, Henri! This will look like an unfortunate accident! They'll think you were relocating your trap... and it sprung!

I'm glad I decided to follow you to see if my plan worked! I forgot about your pack and gun! Now you won't be able to reach them! Well, bon jour, Henri! Perhaps a wild cat or wolf will end your suffering... fast!

Jaques disappears into the woods and Henri stares after him... dumbfounded...

I... I will starve without my pack! I cannot protect myself... without my gun! I will die here!

For many hours, Henri struggles in vain trying to free himself... trying to reach his knapsack! But he knows that it is useless! He thinks of the many animals that he has trapped this way! A day passes... two! Hunger gnaws at Henri's stomach...

I... must... free... myself! I... I... must!
Meanwhile, out in the woods, a ragged, half-starved figure drags itself along...leaving a trail of blood behind it...

On and on...painfully, Henri pulls himself as night falls, he nears the cabin of Jaques Soubret...

Jacques is in his cot dozing when the door swings open! Henri stands framed in the doorway. The stump of his right leg swinging crazily...

Henri! You...you. You freed yourself! You...you...Mon Dieu! Your leg!

The shotgun in Henri's hands explodes and Jaque's face melts into a red mask...

When Marcel Duvall comes to Soubret's cabin the next morning, he finds Jaques dead! Henri gasps out his story...

The...the dirty swine! But...but how did you free yourself, Henri? You had a...a knife?...

No. Gasp. My...knife...was...in...pack...

Henri’s answer is almost inaudible! It comes in his dying breath...

I...I chewed...I chewed my leg off!

The End